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A MESSAGE
FROM THE
CHAIR
The past year, 2017-2018, has been a year

of significant change and development to
the services we offer across South Wales.
Working in partnership, WCADA has
achieved challenging targets and adapted
to a changing landscape whilst remaining
focused on identifying and meeting the
needs of service users and their families.
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During 2018 the team has achieved PQASSO
(Practical Quality Assurance System for Small
Organisations) at Level 1 and Investors in People
Silver accreditation in recognition of the quality
and consistency of the services we provide.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank my
fellow Trustees, leaders, managers, staff and
volunteers for their hard work which continues
to ensure our ethos, ‘Inspiring change: achieving
potential’ within the local community, and further
afield, remain resolutely at the heart of everything
The Board has recently introduced a we do.
comprehensive recruitment, selection and
induction procedure for new Trustees. Future
Howard Jones
skill based appointments will undergo a more
Chair of the Board of Trustees
rigorous, structured and supportive strategy,
entailing improved monitoring and mentoring
to ensure better understanding of roles and
of the work of the organisation. Furthermore,
our policies relating to Trustees’ roles and
responsibilities were reviewed and enhanced.
Overall, the year has seen WCADA continue
to play an integral part in the provision of
dependency and addiction support throughout
the area we serve and to make a valuable and
influential contribution in shaping and developing
treatment services, support and training and
development opportunities.
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A MESSAGE
FROM THE
CHIEF
EXECUTIVE
We
‘My passion continues to focus
on improving the lives of those
affected by substance misuse and
other addictions and it gives me
enormous pleasure to witness the
progress made by the people and
families we work with.’
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have pleasure in presenting our Annual
Report for 2017-2018 and hope you enjoy
reading about our services and projects and
how they make a difference in the lives of the
people we support. Recovery from substance
misuse and other addictions takes a great
deal of effort and commitment to change for
everyone affected by substance misuse. My
passion continues to focus on improving the
lives of those affected by substance misuse
and other addictions and it gives me enormous
pleasure to witness the progress made by the
people and families we work with.

Health and Safety has been a priority during the year, with staff
achieving qualifications and our policy and procedures being
updated. A general review of the Health and Safety Policy was
undertaken and signed off for 2018, together with a new First Aid
Policy. Our sites and procedures were reviewed by PQASSO
(Practical Quality Assurance System for Small Organisations)
assessors and the certification was achieved with no issues
flagged. This continues to be one of our priorities to ensure
Health and Safety compliance.

We are delighted to report that in February we were successful
in our bid for the Families First Early Intervention & Prevention
Services for children, young people and families in Neath Port
Talbot. This new alcohol and substance misuse service will
commence in 2018-2019 and will be for two years initially with
an option to extend up to two further years. We are looking
forward to working with the Families First team and other
providers to make a real impact with families in Neath Port
Talbot.

We were also busy preparing for the implementation of the new
GDPR (General Data Protection Regulations) on 25th May,
2018, with training delivered for managers and team leaders
on the requirements and the development of a new policy.

The Dyfodol Service in South Wales in partnership with
Kaleidoscope and G4S as lead is in its second year and we
are pleased to report achievement of the PbR (Payment by
Results) targets in the second as well as the first year. We
look forward to continuing the good work with our colleagues in
the community and in the prison estate to develop the service
to better meet the needs of each individual establishment and
improve continuity of care in the community.

Our new Staff Wellbeing, Benefits and Recognition Strategy
was consulted upon during the year and will be implemented
from 1st April, 2018. We have focused on staff wellbeing and
long service benefits in the strategy and thank all staff for taking
part in the consultation to ensure we captured all views in the
development of the strategy.
Western Bay Treatment Services re-commissioning for adults,
young people and families has been delayed due to other
priorities identified by the Area Planning Board (APB). We
work closely with the APB and sub-groups to ensure we are
fully engaged in and contribute to developments, information
sharing, implementing new initiatives, working closely with
partners and responding rapidly to changing needs. We took
active contribution in the APB Development day in February,
an extremely positive event where priorities for us all were
identified and commitment to our work assured. In these
uncertain times, we will continue our focus on providing the
best support for the vulnerable people of all ages that we work
with.

We are into the second year of delivering Cyfle Cymru, the
ESF Welsh Government sponsored pan Wales ‘Out-of-Work’
mentoring service to help individuals affected by substance
misuse and mental health secure employment opportunities
and achieve their potential in the world of work. The project
is helping a significant number of participants to achieve their
goals and aspirations and the partnership across Wales is
flourishing. We were delighted to hear from Welsh Government
that the project will be extended for a further two years to end
of August, 2020, which is such an opportunity for the people
of Wales, particularly when our relationship with the European
Union is coming to an end.
Wales has been particularly
fortunate to receive over £4b of ‘structural funding’ since 2000
and we have been grateful recipients of these grants during
that time to ensure the delivery of our DOMINO Project and
Peer Mentoring Schemes.
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The Drink Wise Age Well UK-Wide Big Lottery Funded
Programme is in its third year of raising awareness on alcohol,
increasing resilience, addressing alcohol misuse and research
and evaluation for people over 50 in Cwm Taf. Much is being
achieved by DACW members, Barod, Kaleidoscope, TEDS,
WCADA and the Royal Voluntary Service and further detail
on the year’s activity is available in the DACW section of this
report.
We continue our involvement in the All Wales Substance Misuse
Network and represent the network on the Welsh Government
ARBD (Alcohol Related Brain Damage) working group and
other working groups locally, regionally and nationally to
address and resolve the issues we face together. Partnerships
are important to us, they are crucial in enabling us all to deliver
a whole system solution for the individuals and communities
we work with.
We are delighted to announce our achievement of PQASSO at
Level 1 and Investors in People Silver. We are proud of these
achievements as they both evidence our commitment to running
an efficient and effective organisation that is accountable to its
service users, its staff, volunteers and commissioners. Along
with our Agored Cymru status, we can evidence our focus
on learning and development through our training delivery
to staff and other organisations and our commitment to the
development of volunteers through our 12-week volunteer
training course delivered bi-annually. I continue to deliver
the 12-Step session on this course, which I thoroughly enjoy,
giving me an opportunity to meet the new volunteers and
learn about their backgrounds and motivation to volunteer for
the organisation. We could not support as many people and
families without their help.

We are honoured to report on the significant number of donations
we received during the year from a range of individuals and
their families, some who have lost loved ones. We are so
grateful for their support and also to the Swansea Rotary Club
who support our Family Fun Day each year. Our service user
events during the year are testimony to the achievements of our
service users, whilst enjoying the Family Fun day at Ashlands
Playing Fields in the summer and the Christmas Party during
December at The Centre in Baglan. It is such a pleasure to
witness the progress made by people on their recovery journeys
and to see the positive benefits on their families.
We lost two good friends this year, saying goodbye to Haydn
Rees on 11th August, 2017, a GP who had served as Chair of
the Board of Trustees for 18 years and Fred on 16th November,
a valued colleague and friend who passed away after a brief
period of retirement. They were both big personalities and will
be greatly missed.
To continue to make an impact in our work, we need to respond
to the funding challenges and shrinking budgets faced by many
charities and will target our resources effectively, working in
partnership with others to ensure we are efficient in all that we
do.
I would like to conclude by thanking our Board of Trustees for
their significant support throughout the year, their knowledge
and expertise is much appreciated. I am also grateful to our
commissioners for their continued support.
We would be
nothing without our excellent staff and volunteers and I thank
them all for their dedication and passion to make a difference
and our service users and their families for their inspirational
commitment to their own recoveries, which is what makes what
we do so worthwhile.

Karen Ozzati
Chief Executive
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Fixed Assets
Current Assets
Current Liabilities
Long Term Liabilities

£ 3, 039, 461
£ 861, 662
£ 241, 141
£ 555, 545

Restricted Funds
Unrestricted Funds
Designated Funds

£ 2, 852, 150
£ 252, 286
£ 813

financials

2017 -2018
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ADULT TREATMENT
SERVICES
Key Figures
• Over 1100

referrals
received during the year.

were

• Over 400 service users
accessed one to one support
each quarter.
• Over 250 services users
accessed group work each
quarter.
• Over 600 group sessions were
delivered throughout the year.
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Where are our services delivered?
Our Adult Treatment Services are available
across Western Bay in Bridgend, Neath Port
Talbot and Swansea.
What services are provided?
We offer a wide range of services to meet the
needs of our diverse range of service users,
these include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

One to one support.
Educational Group Work.
Therapeutic Group Work.
Outreach Support.
Structured Counselling.
Brief interventions and Crisis Support.
Aftercare.
Needle Exchange.

Who delivers the services?
We have over 40 staff who deliver our Adult
Treatment Services. Our staff come from a wide
range of backgrounds bringing a variety of skills,
knowledge and expertise to the services.

Our Team are passionate and dedicated to the
work that they do, often going above and beyond
what is required of them to ensure service users
receive the best support possible. Working in
this line of work can be very challenging but also
incredibly rewarding. We are also supported by
our fantastic volunteers who are an asset to our
team.
How are the services funded?
We receive Substance Misuse Action Funding
from Welsh Government via the Western Bay
Area Planning Board.
Overview
We always have a lot going on within our Adult
Treatment Services, responding to the changing
demands of our service users, commissioners
and communities. Working with a number of
partner agencies is an essential part of our
work, and throughout the year we have enjoyed
working with others to help achieve the best
possible outcomes. We have continued to work
with the Area Planning Board providing feedback
to help shape future services.

‘We are very
grateful to have
such a fantastic
team. As always,
this year we have
once again been
inspired by our
service users.’
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This year we have looked at a number of key areas
of our work, including:
The review of Drug Related Deaths. We know the
devastating effect a drug related death can have not
only in terms of the loss of life, but also in terms of
the impact on family and friends who suffer the loss.
We are committed to working with our communities
to raise awareness and reduce drug related deaths.
We are actively participating in Street Vulnerability
MARACs (Multi Agency Risk Assessment
Conferences), working collaboratively with other
agencies to support those who are identified as
vulnerable, often due to complex needs including
substance misuse, mental health difficulties and
housing issues. We hope to build on this work next
year.
We have also been reviewing our services and
looking at how we ensure those affected by
domestic abuse are effectively supported. Following
the introduction of the Violence against Women,
Domestic Abuse and Sexual Violence (Wales)
Act 2015 we have been involved in a number of
different working groups. This has helped us look at
training needs for staff, how we record appropriate
information, what specialist services are available
and how we can support those affected by domestic
abuse in the best possible way.
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Our involvement in Domestic Homicide Reviews has
helped increase our knowledge and understanding.
We look forward to supporting an event next year to
raise awareness of the effects of domestic abuse for
children and young people.
During the year we have been working with
colleagues to look at access and referral pathways
to all substance misuse services across the Western
Bay area. This has included looking at how we
ensure the right services are accessible at the right
time for service users. It has been incredibly helpful
to receive feedback from service users on how we
achieve this.
Thank you
None of the work we do would be possible without
the team of staff and volunteers. During the year
they have risen to the challenge of responding to
increasing demands through their commitment,
willingness to adapt, kindness and care for others,
and their creativity. We are very grateful to have
such a fantastic team. As always, this year we have
once again been inspired by our service users.
Their courage, determination and enthusiasm for
recovery always spurs us on to be the best we can
be.
Lisa Shipton
Deputy Chief Executive

Needle and Syringe
Programme

1 Substance Misuse Treatment Framework (SMTF) Service Framework for Needle and Syringe
Programmes in Wales
2 Public Health Wales Substance Misuse Programme Harm Reduction Database Wales: Needle
and syringe provision 2017-18

We have been delivering Needle and Syringe Programmes (NSP)
across the Western Bay area (Bridgend, Neath Port Talbot and
Swansea) for many years. Our NSP provision is an important part of
our services. Welsh Government’s Service Framework for Needle and
Syringe Programmes in Wales1 identifies the aims of high quality NSP
provision are to:

Public Health Wales identified in 2017-18 that in the ABM Health Board
Area2:

•

•
•

•

•
•
•

Prevent transmission of BBVs between injecting drug users
through the provision of sterile injecting equipment in sufficient
quantities to allow for clean equipment to be used for each
injecting event.
Prevent transmission of BBVs between injecting drug users
through the provision of information on the risks associated with
sharing injecting equipment and advice on routes of drug ingestion
other than injecting (route transition).
Provide a means of safe disposal of used injecting equipment;
Reduce sexual transmission of BBVs between injecting drug
users and the wider population through safer sex information and
the provision of condoms.
Increase awareness of the risks and harms related to injecting
drug use including bacterial infection, risk of fatal/non-fatal
poisoning.

Over 450 service users accessed WCADA’s NSP provision each
quarter, with over 45 new service users registering at WCADA each
quarter. Over 4400 NSP interactions were carried out at WCADA
during the year.

•
•
•
•

3297 regular service users accessed NSP within the area.
48.9% reported opioid use.
13.4% reported stimulant use.
56.7% reported IPED (Image and Performance Enhancing Drugs)
use.
87.9% of service users were male.
35 was the median age of service users.

All WCADA staff delivering our NSP are fully trained to ensure they are
able to provide comprehensive, accurate and up to date advice, the
service includes:
•
Safer injecting advice and information.
•
Provision of sterile paraphernalia and encouraging the return of
used equipment.
•
Health promotion (Blood Borne Virus/Safer Sex information).
•
Overdose prevention/response advice and information.
•
Naloxone/Prenoxad training and supply.
•
Encouraging the uptake of Hepatitis B, C and HIV testing and
Hepatitis B vaccination services.
•
BBV Dry Blood Spot testing.
•
Brief interventions, e.g. Motivational Interviewing.
•
Onward referral to other services where appropriate.
We continue to be actively involved in work to reduce blood borne
viruses, drug related deaths and severe infections. We recognise that we
have experienced difficulties regarding these issues in our area and will
be focussed on working with partner agencies and our communities to
improve outcomes for injecting drug users going forward.

Lisa Shipton
Deputy Chief Executive
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We also have staff based within Youth Justice
Services including the Western Bay Youth
Justice and Early Intervention Service and
Hillside Secure Unit.
One-to-One Support
Young people receiving one-to-one support and
left the services in a planned way resulted in
these outcomes:
•

Our Young Persons service,
SWITCH supports young people
who are using substances on a
regular basis, or are at risk of
doing so, and also those young
people affected by a loved ones
substance use.
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•
•
•

Positive changes to substance misuse
behaviour.
Abstaining from substance misuse behaviour.
Increased
understanding
of
relapse
prevention strategies.
Reduction in substance misuse related
offending and anti-social behaviour.

Alcohol and Drug Awareness Sessions
Young people attended alcohol and drug
awareness sessions facilitated by the SWITCH
team from all schools and youth provisions
across the Neath Port Talbot Area, with all
attendees reporting an increase in knowledge
regarding substance use and the related issues,
and a change in thinking in relation to substance
use.

Predominantly these sessions took place within
educational establishments and involved our Mobile
Information Unit. This vehicle provides an informal and
interactive environment for children and young people
to access information and advice regarding alcohol and
drugs, as well information regarding where to go for help
if required. Through the informal nature of this Tier 1
provision we have been able to engage with more young
people. SWITCH staff have also attended Parent’s
Evenings in comprehensive schools and facilitated
awareness sessions for teachers so they can be aware
of the signs and symptoms of alcohol and drug use as
well as the current trends in the area. Similarly, we have
provided awareness sessions with foster carers and staff
from Foster Carers Wales.
The SWITCH team has continued to supported the annual
Crucial Crew event, a multi-agency event designed to raise
awareness among children in their final year at primary
school of the dangers they may face in everyday life. It
consists of interactive and educational sets. This year
the event was held at Bae Baglan School and the theme
this year was ACE’s (Adverse Childhood Experiences)
and how they may affect us into adulthood. The SWITCH
team attended Neath Port Talbot College’s Fresher Fayre
to raise awareness of our service to all the new students
that have enrolled at the college. The team also delivered
alcohol awareness sessions.
14

Families First Funded PHASE Project

Partnerships

This year has seen us grow as a young person’s service.
We have added the Providing Healthier Alcohol and
Substance Education, PHASE project to the SWITCH
service. This was made possible by Families First
Funding in the Neath Port Talbot area. We have been
funded for two years initially and have recruited two new
staff members to add to the wider SWITCH team. The
roles consist of an out of hours’ worker Rachel Thomas
who will be delivering sessions to all types of youth
organisations in NPT and also Matthew Thomas who is
our worker in the schools. Mainly focusing on Primary
Schools in the Neath Port Talbot area. The project aim
is on early intervention and prevention through educating
young people to make safe and informed choices in life,
whilst working closely alongside Team Around the Family
(TAF).

During this year as like the last, the SWITCH team have
been continuing to strengthen our existing excellent
reputation for partnership working in the community,
and forging new links with various provisions to get the
best service for the young people that are deemed the
most difficult to reach and engage. The SWITCH team
supported the South Wales Police in an emergency
services fun day for all the family which annually
has been held in Victoria Gardens, Neath. This year
however, it was moved to the newly built state of the
art school Bae Baglan and it was a huge success
with record numbers. The purpose of the event was
to promote services to both parents and young people
alike. It was also a great opportunity to network and
make various links with other organisations that were
also giving their support and promoting their services.

The service will also work in partnership with other
agencies to demonstrate improved outcomes for young
people and families affected by alcohol and substance
misuse through evidence based practice. Both roles
also receive one to one referrals and offer training and
consultancy to other partner organisations.

We are extremely grateful for our ongoing formal
partnerships with the Western Bay Area Planning Board,
the Western Bay Youth Justice and Early Intervention
Service and Hillside Secure Unit, as well as the many
other organisations we work with on a day-to day basis
to ensure children and young people’s needs are being
met. Partnership is a core WCADA value and we will
continue to develop innovative partnerships to address
substance misuse and to support children and young
people to achieve their potential.

15

KICKS
PROJECT
WCADA’s Young Persons Service
SWITCH is also part of the first
Kicks project in Wales working in
partnership with the Swansea City
AFC Community Trust, the Premier
League and central Kicks team.

The project aims to engage young people who have
previously proven difficult to reach and guide them
towards a range of healthy and constructive activities.
The project has a strong emphasis on diversionary
activities,
sports
participation,
engagement,
volunteering, education/training and community
cohesion.
During the past year we have been lucky to recruit a
new passionate activities worker in SWITCH named
Claire Millar alongside the wider SWITCH team she
is currently working out in the community supporting
young people to make positive changes to their lives
through various means. Here is a brief Snapshot of
some of the excellent work that has been carried out
by the SWITCH/KICKS Project this year...
Our regular weekly Football sessions have moved
to the new 3G pitch at Baglan Boys Club. It is an
excellent facility with our young people stating it
is like playing on a Premier League surface. The
session gives the young people a chance to learn
various transferable skills through sport or “learning
by stealth” as we like to call it. Which, in turn raises
confidence and self – esteem in the young people we
work with. Also not forgetting that the young people
attending get to improve their fitness and hone their
footballing skills with the support and guidance of
Swansea City Football Coaches.
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We also run our Youth Media/Arts and Crafts
night in our 12 Café and these evenings can be
anything from Table Tennis, Pool, learning to
master the guitar or learning how to be a D.J.,
Graffiti and all different types of arts and crafts.
Summer Project
We have just recently finished our annual
summer project through the summer holidays
where we run activities during the day for young
people to engage in. As we all know the summer
is a long time for some young people without
any meaningful structure or activities. We try
and put some activities in place to get young
people outdoors and participating in activities in
and around the community. This year’s activities
included taking a group of young people down into
the depths of the earth at Dan Yr Ogof national
show caves of Wales, learning the necessity
of teamwork and communication in Laser Zone
battles and also scaling the heights at Go Ape
assault course in Margam Country Park. This
was all about conquering fears as the course is
high in the trees of the forest at Margam and if
you could overcome your fears there we spoke
about using this in everyday life when faced with
challenges that seemed insurmountable.
17

As always I would like to thank our various
partnerships and funders for your ongoing
support during the year.
I would also like to thank the wonderful SWITCH
team who work tirelessly all year around to
educate and inspire the young people in our
community to make informed decisions and
also the opportunity to make positive changes.
There have been a lot of changes within the
team and although the faces have changed the
work ethic and results have continued to improve
year on year. So a massive thank you to our
new staff that have come in and embraced the
Team Culture here at SWITCH and of course the
existing members who have guided, supported
and made this possible.
Well done and keep up the excellent work!
Brett James
SWITCH Project Team Leader

FAMILY MEMBER
AND CARER

Family

services provide interventions
of 1-1 support and group work to support
family members in understanding
substance misuse and associated
behaviours. The choices of these
interventions for the individual help
clients to cope better with the stresses
and strains that it can bring to family life.
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Family support services are flourishing. The
weekly family group is steady and consistent with
peer support as a focus. Other clients prefer 1-1
therapy support and counselling. Family services
like all WCADA services, are tailored to the needs
of an individual and is discussed at assessment.
There appears to be an increase in the number of
family clients presenting with concerns over adult
children still living at home drinking and using
drugs. Presently, the family group highlights this
trend with a 100% of clients who attend, looking
for support with an adult child as a dependant
substance user. However this is not always the
case with many clients needing support around
other family substance users. Clients report
that the group has become a valuable lifeline for
them living in very difficult circumstances and has
helped with isolation.
An example is a client who constantly grieves over
how both her children are alcohol dependant and
feels there is no peace in her life. Other clients
relate to feelings of non-peace and a grief of what
might have been possible for their loved ones if
not for the impact of substance misuse and these
feelings allow them to identify with each other.
19

Many clients experience the following:
Fears of what may happen to
their loved ones.
Shame and Guilt.
Lack of assertiveness
Feelings of them being
responsible
Concerns and impact
Self-worth issues
Lack of confidence
Loss of control / a
need to control
Grief

The theme of the group has been based on
Minnesota Therapy and appears to work well
for family clients, whilst some group members
choose to approach step work, others feel happy
attending weekly for support and counselling with
an education of how to deal with a family member
misusing substances.
Many clients address their feelings when provided
with a safe environment to explore their family
relationships and have the choice to attend groups
or solely on a 1-1 basis.
It is very difficult for families to address substance
misuse and providing support helps families come
to terms with how to cope with stressful situations.
There is a growing recognition of the effects on
the family.

Carole Thomas
Team Leader
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DOMINO Project
The

DOMINO project continues to deliver a
diverse selection of activities across Swansea,
Bridgend and Neath Port Talbot for individuals
aged 18 years old plus who are affected by
substance misuse including family members and
carers. The service focuses on engaging people
in meaningful activities to improve health and
well-being, learn new skills through education
and training as well as providing access to
opportunities for volunteering that can improve
employment prospects.

21

ALLOTMENTS

FOOTBALL

STRUCTEREDWALKS
MUSICCLASSES

COOKERY

One of the strengths of the DOMINO project is
the extremely diverse range of activities on offer,
with an option available for everyone. DOMINO
activities include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Structured Walks.
Gardening/Allotments.
Cookery.
Music Classes/Guitar Classes/Band Practice.
Football Training/Street Football League.
Acupuncture.
Arts & Crafts.
Drop-in session for participants to access
additional support.
Photography.
Women’s group.

The group enjoyed some fantastic days out
this year visiting St Fagan’s Museum of Welsh
History and Caerphilly Castle which proved to be
popular days out for those in attendance.

‘Three of the DOMINO
volunteers co-facilitated
various group activities
ranging from Moving
on in My Recovery to
the Towards Recovery
groups with another
currently supporting
the Head Office team in
Swansea.’
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The walking activities were also expanded to
monthly visits to Llys Nini Rescue Centre, where
attendees are given the opportunity to help the
centre by taking the rescue dogs for a walk.
This activity has proven to be very popular as
interaction with the dogs is both uplifting for
the participants and of tremendous benefit to
the rescue centre. The Annual Recovery Walk
was also a great success with many people in
attendance.
Music activities have also continued to be a
popular option this year offering participants
the chance to undertake guitar lessons or join
the DOMINO band. The band has been busy
supporting many organisations throughout the
ABMU such as playing a gig at the E2E Walk
Talk and Share service user event as well as a
gig for Crisis at the YMCA.
The allotment group continues to keep the
WCADA kitchen full of fresh produce and have
continued to develop the WCADA plots.
Volunteers play a crucial role in WCADA and this
is very much the case with the DOMINO Project.
23

Three of the DOMINO volunteers co-facilitated
various group activities ranging from Moving on
in My Recovery to the Towards Recovery groups
with another currently supporting the Head Office
team in Swansea. DOMINO has also developed
an excellent level of collaboration with the Cyfle
Cymru Project with the two services offering
mutually beneficial services for participants.
Unfortunately, we were unsuccessful with our
proposal to the Big Lottery for a new five-year
project supporting people with co-occurring
issues so in November 2017 the project was
reduced to one DOMINO Project Worker together
with additional support provided by volunteers,
including a number of individuals who had
previously worked on the DOMINO Project. The
hard work of these individuals kept the DOMINO
services accessible for service users during a
difficult time period.
Currently we are exploring alternative sources of
funding to support additional posts enabling us
to deliver more activities. The DOMINO Project
continues to be a crucial part of many service
user’s recovery journey.

DRINKWISE AGE WELL
Over

recent years experts in
the substance misuse field have
expressed growing concerns over
increased levels of alcohol use in
older adults, particularly the over
50s. In 2015, amid these growing
concerns, the big lottery funded local
substance misuse and older persons’
agencies to spearhead a pioneering
programme named ‘Drink Wise, Age
Well’ to tackle increased drinking in
later life.
‘I found the training very informative,
particularly individual perception of
alcohol measurements and statistics
relating to alcohol consumption; the
session is so relevant and informs practice.’

The overall aim of Drink Wise, Age Well is to help people
make healthier choices about alcohol as they age. The service
is supported by mounting evidence of the potential harms
from increased drinking in later life. The programme has two
elements; delivery and research. The delivery element is being
implemented in specific regions across the UK where increased
drinking in later life has the potential to be highly concentrated.
This includes Cwm Taf which has highest rates of poverty and
social deprivation in Wales as well as a significant post-mining
population over the age of 50.
The research, which examines drinking behaviours in later
life, is the first major study of its type in Europe. Hopefully, the
outcome of the programme will prove a significant need for
change towards our relationship with alcohol.
The Drink Wise, Age Well messages around safer drinking
and healthier choices are conveyed from a variety of platforms
within the programme. These include group sessions,
workshops, 1-1s, event stalls and training. All the events and
activities are free and accessible to the general public and
work force in Cwm Taf.
The training element of the programme is aimed at front line
workers and professionals who come in to contact with the
over 50s who maybe straying in to the hazardous or harmful
levels of alcohol use. The courses are varied and suit the
needs of a diverse audience. The learning from the sessions
provide workers with a greater awareness of the causes and
the effects of increased drinking in later life and teach people
how to raise the issue in a confident and sensitive way.

Jaime Bradbourne -

Drink Wise, Age Well Trainer
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Change Step is a CAIS led and DACW
managed peer mentoring and advice
service. The service provides support
to military veterans with post-traumatic
stress disorder and a range of psychosocial
problems who want to make positive
changes to their lives. The service is
delivered by veterans, for veterans.
25

Change Step continue to deliver fantastic
support for veterans through a diverse range
of services. The coffee mornings continue to
be a safe place for participants to have a brew
and chat with other veterans. These have also
been extended to a number of prisons such as
Usk, Swansea, Cardiff and Prescoed with the
aim of empowering the prisoners to engage
with Change Step on release. The sessions
build professional bonds between service users,
mentors and organisations. We work closely
with the teams on site and outside agencies to
provide a smooth transition and information to
the prisoners who are close to their release date.
We also attend one to one’s and try to reduce the
stress of leaving the prison, by offering emotional,
practical support.
Beyond the coffee mornings we run a walking
football activity which has become a popular
activity at Parc prison. It encourages the endeavor
unit prisoners to keep their heads down while
completing their sentence and motivates them
to work on being the best they can and improve
relationships with others on the outside.

We have been very busy working on new avenues
of support for service users. We set up a link
with Phoenix gym in February to provide cheap
gym membership for veterans. We encourage all
service users to attend the gym, especially the
prisoners due for release, it helps to keep their
minds focused and gives the service users coping
mechanisms to potentially stop any offending or
reoffending. The Down to Earth project has also
kindly offered places for the service users to go
and learn to channel their thoughts and utilize
the resources they already have.
We work with The Poppy Factory, who also attend
the coffee mornings within the prison, to ensure
we can help the prisoners use their qualifications
to gain training / employment when released. We
work with National Energy Action (NEA) Cymru to
support service users in managing their utility bills
as these are a major part of keeping a household
running. We encourage our service users and
prisoners on release who have accommodation
or are waiting for accommodation, to take control
and have a better understanding of their bills.

We recently set up a link with Reeds Solicitors
who are happy to help with various law related
issues, offering free advice. We try our best to
encourage the service users to work with them as
well as linking in probation, to ensure a smoother
process.
Beyond this we have worked with SSAFA, Heroes
on the Water (offering days out for veterans),
The Veterans Charity, Help for Heroes, Alabare
(offering supported accommodation), Veterans
NHS Wales as well as liaising with the local
authority. We have linked in with AArtic who
convert military qualifications into civilian ones
and RBL who have funded specific programmes
such as the fantastic Warrior programme.
We firmly believe that this type of proactive,
practical support can have a hugely positive
impact and we are committed to helping our
veterans in all aspects of their lives.
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The ‘Out Of Work’ Peer Mentoring
Service, Cyfle Cymru is a project which
helps people with substance use issues
and/or mental health conditions into work,
education or training. The service supports
individuals who are aged 16 to 24 and not
in employment, education or training or if
they are aged 25 or over and are long-term
unemployed or economically inactive.

‘We want to create a
legacy, and show that our
participants can achieve
what they want to achieve.’

It’s been a good year for Cyfle Cymru! We have had some
fantastic news, with confirmation that the project has been
extended, giving us another two years funding up until
the end of August 2020! This came at just the right time,
as we had finally began to get into a good routine and
form a stable structure, starting a range of new activities
and ventures that would support our participants, and
create the outcomes required for the projects’ success.
Strong relationships have been developed throughout the
Western Bay area with internal and external agencies,
and we are going from strength to strength. We’ve
teamed up with the local Job Centres, (who regularly refer
participants) and many other agencies that complement
our project, enabling us to deliver the best service and
offer a wide range of activities, courses and volunteering
opportunities.
Working with external agencies through co-production,
allows our participants access to a variety of opportunities,
including employment training and wellbeing workshops.
We now also offer a number of non-accredited courses,
(including Personal Development, First Aid, COSHH,
Manual Handling, Health and Safety at Work) accredited
courses, (including Food Hygiene level 2, IT/Math skills,
Languages, Peer Mentor Training) volunteering activities,
(beach cleans, Dog Walking, Allotment/Historical Garden
Maintenance) and meaningful activities, (Craft Classes,
Colour Therapy, Structured Walks, Digital Drop ins, Job
Clubs, CV Building, Interview Skills, the list goes on!)
We want to create a legacy, and show that our participants
can achieve what they want to achieve.
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Our Peer Mentoring service encourages participants to
start with small goals, and to take things at their own pace
with realistic expectations. We’ve had so many good news
success stories throughout the last year, and we don’t
just mean the stories of participants who have entered
employment, any achievement through us is classed as
a success and we make sure that recognition is given. A
number of our staff have also come through the project,
some starting off as participants and progressing through
to Peer Mentors, even through to Lead Peer Mentors!
The Western Bay area, (Swansea, Neath, Port Talbot
and Bridgend surrounding areas) has registered 756
participants through the last financial year, with double
the amount of males to females, 53% of them combined,
recovering from dual diagnosis. This has sometimes
been challenging to say the least, but with the hard
work of the teams, and with us being fortunate to have
forged links to be able to signpost some participants
that may not be suitable for the project just yet, I think
we have made huge progress overall and will continue
to do so. We have managed to support 192 participants
into gaining a qualification or work relevant certificate, 44
participants into employment, 171 participants complete
work experience or a volunteering opportunity, and we
have delivered 542 non- accredited courses, with 91% of
our participants achieving some sort of outcome through
Cyfle Cymru Western Bay.
We look forward to pushing this project as far as it will
go, to involve as many people as we can, and to carry on
delivering!

‘We look forward to pushing
this project as far as it will
go, to involve as many people
as we can, and to carry on
delivering!’
Victoria Thomas
Cyfle Cymru Project Manager
- Western Bay
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My name is Robert Wood and I work as a Lead Peer
Mentor in Port Talbot with Cyfle Cymru. Prior to
this I worked as a volunteer within WCADA, which
gave me some understanding of how important the
organisation is and how many people require its
services.

Participants
Perspective
‘I was successful, became
a Peer Mentor, and I have
progressed on, now working
as a Lead Peer Mentor within
Cyfle Cymru.’
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My past experience is within mental health, both as
a service user, spending time in the hospital system,
seeing first-hand how people are treated and as
a group advocate working with the same staff in
delivering the best service as possible to clients who
may be confused and frightened.
My ambition was to continue working in this area
and on discovering what Cyfle Cymru offered, I
applied and was fortunate enough to be accepted as
a volunteer. This role, coupled with the high quality
training offered, gave me the confidence to apply
for employment. I was successful, became a Peer
Mentor, and I have progressed on, now working as a
Lead Peer Mentor within Cyfle Cymru.
I’m finding this role to be very rewarding and can go
home at the end of the day believing I have made
a difference, however small. I enjoy networking with
other services on behalf of a client and improving my
skills through training, which can only improve the
service I can offer.

Commissioned from 1st April, 2016 by the South Wales Police and Crime

Commissioner and Her Majesty’s Prisons and Probation Service in Wales,
Dyfodol is a multi-agency, multi-disciplinary service addressing substance
misuse related offending at all stages of the criminal justice process.
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Dyfodol operates across South Wales at Police
Custody suites, courts, community hubs and
prisons to provide harm reduction advice to
all, to signpost and refer low level or clinically
complex substance misusers to the most
appropriate service to meet their needs and to
motivate as many as possible to engage with
services in addition to directly engaging others
in treatment.
At HM Prisons (Swansea, Cardiff, Prescoed
and Usk), WCADA is responsible for delivering
the Dyfodol service that offers all men the
opportunity to address their substance misuse
issues.
Our staff meet and screen every
prisoner on reception and provide harm
reduction information and advice to all. During
2017-2018, 7,182 prisoners were seen on entry
and provided with this valuable information,
with approximately a third taken onto caseload
and a further third offered low level intervention,
information and signposting to appropriate
services on release.
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We also offer education and intervention groups
for all prisoners identified by prison staff as being
involved with PS (Psychoactive Substances)
use.
At the end of the 2017-18 year it became
increasingly clear that the integration of
community and prison services is a key factor
for the delivery of an effective service for the
benefit of the service user and the public at
large. This is particularly relevant in the local
remand prisons of Cardiff and Swansea who
collectively hold around 12,000 prisoners, of
whom:
Just under two thirds are serving sentences, half
of which are of less than three months duration.
Just over a third are remanded or recalled, a
third of whom stay for under a month, a further
third staying for between one and three months.

This explains the significant turnover of prisoners
every month and with a caseload of around 300
at HMP Cardiff and 250 at Swansea, there is
a high risk of further substance related issues.
Potentially, every prison release for whom
continuity of clinical treatment is secured is an
immediate protective factor in the reduction of
drug related overdose and fatality.
Our teams continue to work hard to cover
a high volume of work.
They remain well
embedded with prison structures and routines
and their through the gate work remains very
strong. As a consortium we continue to review
our work and develop and to improve our ability
to operate efficiently, we have undertaken a
variety of activities across our area:
Dyfodol structured communication: The usual
activities have continued, the weekly conference
calls to deal with arising issues, monthly reports
circulated to draw attention to the highlights of the
work and Bi-Monthly Operational Management
Group meetings where broader matters and
discussions are held.

Community and prison teams collaborate
on information exchange to ensure smooth
transition and consistency of approach during
the criminal justice journey.
Development days implemented during the year
to focus on the case management processes to
develop consistency within Cardiff and Swansea
prisons and their links with community teams,
such as:
•

More communication than ever between
community and prison teams.

•

Community ‘pending’ case allocation for
service users entering prison on short
sentences.

•

Paperless provision of Safety Plans and
initial assessments from the community to
prison on imprisonment where possible.

All of these measures have been taken to
increase and improve collaborative work and
seamless handover on release.
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Dyfodol works collaboratively with a range
of prison and community departments
and agencies and has particularly close
relationships with Healthcare, Through the
Gate Resettlement services from St Giles Trust,
PACT and Offender Management Units. The
work can inform sentence planning and help
with HDC (Home Detention Curfew), RoTL
(Release on Temporary Licence) and release
on Licence or Post Sentence Supervision.
Our service is also integrated with the prison
adjudication process with positive drug tests
resulting in referrals to Dyfodol and other drug
related incidents prompting rapid response
such as PS interventions and groups.
The Dyfodol approach to service provision is
responsive to each prison’s differing role. In a
fast moving environment, we strive to provide,
wherever possible, opportunities for prisoners
to engage with the service and where possible
to sustain motivation for long term recovery.
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While much of Dyfodol’s work is well
established, a great deal of development work
has progressed and more is planned. In the
coming year the service aims to become more
innovative and more integrated into the crucial
area of substance misuse reduction within HM
Prison Service and in the communities of South
Wales.
Karen Ozzati
Chief Executive

Initially developed by CAIS, Change Step received support
from the Ministry of Defence Libor Fund to expand across the
country with delivery undertaken by DACW partners.
During the year Betsi Cadwaladr University Health Board
funded a 12-month pilot for two Change Step Peer Mentors
working alongside Veterans NHS Wales. Dr. Nikki LloydJones from Glyndwr University agreed to lead on the
evaluation and Mantell Gwynedd were engaged to undertake
a Social Return on Investment evaluation which found that for
every £1 invested, £7.19 savings were achieved.

DACW (Developing a Caring Wales, formerly
known as Drug and Alcohol Charities Wales) was
formerly constituted on 26th April 2010 when
it was incorporated under the Companies Act
2006. The Charity was later registered with the
Charity Commission on 12th May 2010. DACW
is governed by its Memorandum and Articles of
Association, for Charitable Companies and is
now a consortium of eight providers: Barod,
CAIS, Kaleidoscope, TEDS, WCADA, Hafal,
NewLink Wales and Safer Wales.

The RBL (Royal British Legion) bid for three crisis intervention/
management peer mentors was successful, one for north and
two for south (Cardiff and Swansea). SToMP funding was
also acquired to support the transition of military personnel in
the criminal justice system. An application to Help for Heroes
for five Change Step peer mentors to work in partnership with
the five Veterans NHS Wales therapists in mid and south
Wales was also successful and will now include all veterans.
Success was also achieved in our application to the Armed
Forces Covenant Aged Veterans Fund, jointly with RBL, for
the next two years in partnership with Age Connect, DACW
partners (Hafal and Kaleidoscope) to provide a befriending
service in Conwy, Denbighshire and Cardiff.
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The Drink Wise Age Well programme aims to influence
and inform policy and practice in raising awareness and
preventing alcohol misuse amongst adults aged 50 and over.
The programme outcomes are:
•

Better informed policy and practice about preventing
alcohol dependency in later life.

•

Improved health and well-being for people age 50 and
over who are at risk of developing alcohol dependency.

•

The delivery of more effective services to prevent alcohol
dependency amongst the ageing population.

Led by Addaction, the programme is being delivered in five
demonstration areas across the UK: Cwm Taf, Western
Health and Social Care Trust North Ireland, Devon County,
Sheffield City and Glasgow City.
Implemented during the first quarter of 2015-2016, this project
is making a significant contribution to raising awareness on
alcohol related issues in people over 50 as the programme
progresses and the contract length gives us an excellent
opportunity to achieve our aims. Drink Wise, Age Well have
produced a number of reports focusing on some of the most
crucial aspects of alcohol and ageing.
The four reports
include ‘Easing the transition: older adults and the labour
market’, ‘Drink Wise, Age Well Impact Report 2016’, ‘Drink
Wise, Age Well: Alcohol use and the over 50s in the UK’ and
‘Calling Time: addressing ageism and age discrimination in
alcohol policy, practice and research’ can be accessed at the
following link: https://drinkwiseagewell.org.uk/research/
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A Drink Wise Age Well staff conference was held on
15th/16th November, 2017, an excellent event celebrating
the achievements of the project, coinciding with the launch of
a research document by DWAW and International Longevity
Centre on stigma and ageism in older people alcohol policy
and practice, launched in the House of Lords by Baroness
Greengross.
A DACW/Drink Wise Age Well Conference was held at
Cardiff City Stadium held on 24th January, 2018: ‘Do not
go gentle… Substance Misuse & Ageing’, opened by Tracey
Breheny, Deputy Director Substance Misuse Government and
Corporate Business, Welsh Government.

The conference was a successful event, extremely well
attended with contributions from David Liddell (CEO Scottish
Drugs Forum), Dr. Andy Towers (Senior Lecturer in Public
Health, Massey University, New Zealand), Dr. Martyn Hyde
(Associate Professor, Centre for Innovative Ageing, University
of Swansea), Dr. Sarah Wadd (Substance Misuse and Ageing
Research Team, University of Bedfordshire), Dr. Julia Lewis
(Consultant Addiction Psychiatrist, Aneurin Bevan Health
Board) and Julie Breslin (Head of Programme, Drink Wise
Age Well).
Wales is ahead of its UK counterparts – but we know there is
more to be done including tackling ageism and stigma in this
increasing population.

Partners continue to deliver the Cyfle Cymru service across
5 of the 7 regional lots in Wales. An ESF Project, Welsh
Government sponsored pan Wales ‘Out-of-Work’ mentoring
service to help individuals affected by substance misuse
and mental health improve prospects for the future through
education, training and employment. By the end of March,
2018, we had engaged with 4521 participants, a significant
achievement in the first 20 months of the project. We look
forward to working with our participants to achieve their
recovery goals and aspirations during 2018-2019.

In 2017, the Advisory Panel on Substance Misuse (APoSM)
report ‘Substance Misuse in an Ageing Population in Wales’
highlighted growing concerns relating to substance misuse
among older adults (over 50s), particularly alcohol.
The
report identified that not only are older adults more likely to
exceed the Chief Medical Officers recommended drink limits
than younger adults, but more than 87% of people in Wales
aged 65 plus report regularly taking prescribed medication
for a year or more. In response, APoSM recommended that
specialist training was needed across Wales for services
who support older adults. The recommendation led to the
development of Think Wise, Age Well. Think Wise, Age Well
provides tailor-made Train-the-Trainer courses for specialist
and non-specialist services that support older adults. The
training provides awareness and information about the causes
and effects of substance misuse by older clients, the impact
this may have, and how to intervene, as well as strengthening
referral pathways to substance misuse services. We are
currently preparing for the delivery of this training during
the next financial year. More information is available at the
following link: http://dacw.co.uk/en/think-wise-age-well/
We welcomed two new members to the consortium during the
year: NewLink Wales on 8th June, 2017 and Safer Wales
on 30th November, 2017, both organisations contributing
broader skills and expertise to the consortium. Kaleidoscope
celebrated its 50th Anniversary during the year with special
events held at Newport Cathedral on 7th March, 2017 and at
the House of Lords on 5th June, 2017. WCADA is preparing
for celebrating its 40th Anniversary during 2019.
Karen Ozzati
Chief Executive
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VOLUNTEERS
ROCK!
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Volunteering at WCADA has continued to go from
strength to strength this year and I have been continually
amazed at the commitment and enthusiasm shown by
the volunteers who contribute to our service.
In June 2017 WCADA held its first volunteer event which
was a recognition event arranged during volunteer week
with the aim of giving thanks and celebrating some of
the amazing work the volunteers have done, not just this
year but for many years. The event at Baglan community
Church went extremely well with some of our volunteers
getting up and sharing their experiences of volunteering
in the agency. We also had a virtual special guest in the
guise of a film which was made especially for us by our
patron Michael Sheen who wore full make up for the
production!
It is always a favourite part of my year when I get
to interview and offer placements to new potential
volunteers who are happy to endure our rigorous
recruitment procedure. I also feel lucky to watch the
selected individuals develop as they attend the accredited
training course. During 2017-2018, 21 volunteers had
the opportunity to achieve a part-qualification in our
accredited Substance Use course with 20 successfully
achieving level 3, which is a huge achievement.
During the past financial year WCADA volunteers have
contributed a total of 5087 hours of their time. The
Welsh European Funding Office state that one hour of
volunteer time has a financial value of £10.65 – £14.42
per hour for project work. And therefore, in just one year,
the volunteers have contributed £63,790 to WCADA.

Of course our volunteers also gain a great deal from
volunteering, not only a therapeutic sense but also for
personal achievement. During 2017-2018 at least 6 of
our volunteers state that WCADA is directly responsible
for them going on to achieve full time employment, with
4 of those becoming employed within our organisation
and 2 others gaining employment in other services.
And even though we were sad to see them leave we
are proud that they had the opportunity to increase their
employability and learn new skills.
I am also proud to mention that WCADA has started
giving opportunities to some of the individuals who
currently access our service by involving them in the
writing of some of the training which is offered to staff.
As an avid supporter of co-production, I believe that the
people who access our services are in the best position
to share their experiences to further educate staff as
to what’s best for them. I am also keen to give these
individuals the opportunity to interview the next group
of potential volunteers. However, much more about this
next year.
Finally, on behalf of WCADA I would like to say a
huge thank you to each and every volunteer who has
dedicated time, energy and commitment to help our
organisation. You have all played your part in ensuring
the best possible service is offered to people who need
it. THANK YOU!

Samantha Drohan
WCADA Training
Co-ordinator
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WCADA TRAINING
During this financial year WCADA’s training
provision has been busier than ever. This has
given us the opportunity to raise a small income
for the organisation to invest in services, and also
to be able to increase the number of free sessions
offered to partnership agencies. We are continuing
to increase our customer base and have continued
to deliver training sessions in Birmingham, with new
customers in Bedfordshire and Newport also, which
is raising the profile of our organisation even further.

The feedback from the external training continues to
be excellent and this is evidenced by the following
analysis:
•
•
•

When delegates were asked would they
recommend the event, 100% scored an 8-10;
When delegates were asked how useful the event
was, 98.6% scored an 8-10; and
When asked how satisfied you are with the level of
training given, 99.4% scored an 8-10.

Several further training courses are under development
for the coming months with a view of them being coproduced with a range of individuals. This is very
exciting as it is going to give individuals who access
the service a say on what staff need to know about
their care. There has also been an opportunity for
more staff to become trained in delivering accredited
training which not only helps with staff development
but also increases the range of courses which staff,
volunteers and external customers have access to.
Staff and volunteers have access to at least 1 course
per month to help keep up to date and learn new skills.
WCADA trainers have also been really excited to be
asked to be guest speakers at conferences in diverse
places such as Aston Villa football club.
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It was a great compliment and privilege to be asked
to deliver seminars on topics such as ‘Mental Health
and Resilience’ and ‘Mental Health and Recovery’ for
national organisations.
So what does next year hold for WCADA’s training
provision? There is going to be a bigger focus on
co-produced training and a greater array of courses
which are on offer to external customers. We will be
looking to increase the diversity of the courses which
are going to be offered in-house focussing on topics
such as Image and Performance Enhancing Drugs
amongst others. We are also hoping to complete
writing evidence based resources as a support for
individuals and their workers in line with ‘Keep off the
Grass’ so keep your eyes peeled for ‘Beware of the
Grog’ which is going to be coming soon.
It has been an exciting time for WCADA’s training
provision and we are looking forward to continuing to
reflect on our service and develop it even further for
the next year.

Samantha Drohan
WCADA Training
Co-ordinator

‘One of the best
courses I have ever
attended. Relevant
and adapted to suit
all needs.’
‘All questions
answered and kept
me involved and
learning all day.
Loved it, passionate
and informative.
learned a lot.’
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WCADA
EVENTS

WCADA host a number of events throughout the year
and the 2017 – 2018 period was no exception. The
usual events took place starting with the Family Fun
Day proving as popular as ever and luckily those in
attendance enjoyed a brief spot of sun!
A highlight this year was the ‘Volunteers Rock’
award event where the fantastic contribution of our
many volunteers was acknowledged and a number
of individuals were commended for exceptional
contributions; the event was a great success so be
sure to read more about it in the Volunteer section
featured in this year’s report.
The Annual Recovery Celebration is always an
anticipated event and this year we enjoyed reflections
and updates from a number of excellent speakers
including presentations on the DOMINO Project and
Cyfle Cymru as well as an uplifting recovery story
shared by a service user.
The year was rounded out by the Christmas Reunion
and as ever Father Christmas was on hand to close
out the year.
Next year marks the 40th Anniversary celebrations
for WCADA so preparations are underway for some
significant events to mark this incredible milestone.
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Head Office
41 St James Crescent
Uplands, SA1 6DR
T: (01792) 646421
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